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Step One

Semiotic Rubicons

Human language rests on certain basic semiotic capacities, whose
evolutionary history can be described in terms of three 'semiotic Rubicons':

(1) Semiotic Rubicons:

1. phonological non-compositionality
 / phonological compositionality

2. indexical meaning
/ symbolic meaning

3. semantic non-compositionality
/ semantic compositionality

  Consider a primate alarm call. In terms of the semiotic parameters of (1), it
is best described as a phonologically non-compositional, non-symbolic
(indexical), and semantically non-compositional sign.
  An alarm call is phonologically non-compositional, since it can not be
analyzed into the 'recurring parts' of phonemic analysis. Consider, for
example, the alarm calls of vervet monkeys described by Marler (1977) as:
bark, chirp, chatter, nyow, rraup, and uh. Clearly, these calls have no
common phonotactics.
  An alarm call is an indexical sign, since it  serves to record the dynamics of
the ongoing situation, the situation in which the call occurs, and can not be
extended to signify a remembered threat or a projected threat. In a
Wierzbicka style of semantic explication, the meaning of an alarm call, for
example the Vervet uh, can be analyzed as in (2):

(2) uh
I say this to you about this place at this time
I sense danger
Watch out

  An alarm call is semantically non-compositional, since it can not be
analyzed into meaningful parts.
  In contrast, a human utterance, such as An eagle!, can signify
independently of what goes on in the situation in which the utterance
occurs, and can be analyzed into parts, both meaningful (morphemic) and
not meaningful (phonemic). Humans have passed the three Rubicons in (1),
from phonologically non-compositional signs only to both phonologically
non-compositional signs and phonologically compositional signs, from only
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indexical signs to both indexical and symbolic signs, and from semantically
non-compositional signs only to both semantically non-compositional and
semantically compositional signs.

Phonological compositionality

Phonological compositionality involves, in a closer analysis, the crossing of
two semiotic Rubicons: a passage from phonologically non-compositional
signs, constrained by (3a) (where U stands for an independent utterance), to
simple phonological compositionality, constrained by (3b), and a further
passage from simple phonological compositionality to complex phonological
compositionality, constrained by (3c).

(3) a. U is phonologically simple

b. U is phonologically complex
The parts of U are phonologically simple

c. U is phonologically complex
The parts of U are phonologically complex

  Phonological compositionality is not unique to human language, but can be
found in both birds and whales. It can thus appear without being
accompanied  by symbolic signs or semantic compositionality.

From indexical to symbolic signs

Symbolic signs go together with semantic compositionality. The alarm calls
of vervet monkeys, whose semantics have been discussed by Marler (1977),
Seyfarth, Cheney & Marler (1980) and Bickerton (1990, ch. 1), may again
serve as an initial example. Vervet monkeys have distinct alarm calls for
snakes (chutter), and eagles (rraup). The meanings of these calls can be
explicated as:

(4) (chutter)
I say this to you about this place at this time:
I sense danger:
I see a snake
Watch out

(5) rraup
I say this to you about this place at this time
I sense danger:
I see an eagle
Go down
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  Nevertheless, it would be wrong to say that a chutter and rraup signify
'snake' and 'eagle', respectively, since no compositional or symbolic uses of
such calls have been reported. What these calls signify is still the ongoing
situation, the situation in which the call occurs, although they do not signify
it as 'danger' simply, but as 'danger: snake', 'danger: leopard', and 'danger:
eagle', respectively. In other words, both a general alarm call, with the
minimal meaning of (2), and more specialized alarm calls, such as Vervet
chutter and rraup are indexical, i.e. obey the condition in (6), where ' 0'
stands for the situation in which S occurs. However, in contrast to simpler
calls, Vervet chutter and rraup also obey the condition in (7), where ' '
stands for a part of some situation.

(6) U signifies 0

(7) U signifies 0: [ …  … ]

  An early child word such as Swedish pippi (birdie), on the other hand, if
not symbolic from the start, becomes symbolic already during the one-word
stage, as evidenced by the ease with which such a word lends itself to later
unambiguously symbolic uses (to refer to remembered or projected birds).
A word like pippi either progresses from obeying (7) to obeying (8) or
obeys (8) from the start, and is then generalized in use, from (8) to (9).

(8) U signifies  in 0

(9) U signifies  in i

  Signs can be combined to complex utterances if they signify compatible
'parts' of the same situation. From ’U:x signifies x in i’ and ’U:y signifies

y in i’, we can derive the meaning of U:xy: ’U:xy signifies x and y in
i’. Thus, we arrive at a semiotic condition which makes available both

symbolic signs and semantic compositionality:

(10) U signifies i
The parts of U signify  in i

  Indexical signs, signs which obey (6), can not be combined in this way.
Such signs can only be 'coordinated', i.e. produced in a sequence, in order to
characterize constant or changing aspects of 0.

From indexical to symbolic in child language

Interestingly, children seem to travel the entire route from (6) to (9) during
the early phases of language acquisition. As shown by Halliday (1975),
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preverbal utterances are entirely indexical, signifying various aspects of 0.
Morover, a number of early words seem to start their semiotic careers as
indexical signs, progressing into symbolic uses in an orderly fashion, which
Nelson, Engel & Kyratzis (1985), in a study of the acquisition of the words
book, juice, shoes, and daddy, describe in this way (Nelson, Engel &
Kyratzis 1985: 473):

  "We have traced a progression in Rachel's use of words from an
undifferentiated stage in which words are uttered within appropriate
familiar routine contexts without apparent intention  and dependent upon
the mother's social-linguistic action frame, to a word-as-action stage in
which words begin to serve the child as intentional acts, and finally to a
stage in which words can express new meanings independent of  the
concurrent action. Each of the words studied was seen to progress
through these stages during the period of observation."

  Gopnik & Meltzoff (1985), in a study of the acquisition of the words there,
no, and more, identify an intermediate stage between the word-as-action
stage (Gopnik & Meltzoff's 'social use') and the action-independent stage
(Gopnik & Meltzoff's 'object use'), a stage which they characterize as a 'plan
use' of one-word utterances. The three stages are exemplified for more in
the following way (Gopnik & Meltzoff 1985: 502):

  "… they said 'more' when they wanted their mothers to give them
another cookie, or to help them turn another somersault. These
utterances of 'more' were clearly designed to influence the behavior of
other persons. They were classified as social uses.
  … One child put a peg in a tin, and then said 'more' as she put in
another peg. She also said 'more' as she turned the page of a book, after
she had turned the previous page. … The utterances were used instead to
comment on the repetition of their own behavior. They were classified as
plan uses.
  … One child said 'more' as she watched her mother add more
newspapers to a pile of newspapers. These uses were classified as object
uses."

 These stages have a straightforward interpretation in terms of conditions (6)
- (9).  
  In Nelson, Engel & Kyratzis' undifferentiated stage and in their word-as-
action-stage, which is essentially identical to Gopnik & Meltzoff's social use
stage, early words are indexical. However, it is only in the word-as-action
stage that they clearly identify some part of the ongoing situation. In other
words, these two stages correspond to signs constrained by (6) and signs
constrained by (7), respectively.
  In Gopnik & Meltzoff's intermediate plan use stage, early words are
symbolic, although tied to 0. In Nelson, Engel & Kyratzis' action-
independent stage, which is essentially identical to Gopnik & Meltzoff's
object use stage, early words are fully symbolic, although, of course, often
used about 0, as in Gopnik & Meltzoff's exemple of object use of more.
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These two stages thus correspond to signs constrained by (8) and signs
constrained by (9), respectively.
  Not all words go through the entire sequence of stages, though. Certain
early indexical words, such as Swedish aj (ouch) and hej  (hi) remain
indexical, while other words enter only at an unambiguously symbolic stage.

Symbolic capacity

Symbolic signs appear spontaneously only in humans, at least in those media
which can support human language: gesture, sound, and picture. That does
not necessarily mean that the capacity for symbolic signs in these media is
exclusively human. A plausible interpretation of the many experiments
where chimpanzees and gorillas have been taught sign language is that these
species have in fact some capacity for symbolic signs, as well as semantic
compositionality, at least in the gesture medium, although symbolic
utterances never appear spontaneously.
  Why do not apes pass spontaneously from (7) to (8)? A possible answer
might be that the life-world of apes is not varied enough. The passage from
(7) to (8) must certainly build on an analysis of 0 into recurring parts. In
other words, if no part of 0 can vary independently of the other parts, then
the passage from (7) to (8) can not take place. Another way to say this is to
say that something must be unconcealed, in the sense of Heidegger, in
experience and praxis before it can be unconcealed as signified.
  Vervets would not be able to develop signs for 'snake' and 'eagle', then,
unless their life-world would involve them in another salient relation, besides
being potential prey, to snakes and eagles. For example, if vervets also ate
snakes and eagles, then 'snake' and 'eagle' would stand a chance of
becoming recurring parts of 0, instead of just  'danger: snake' and 'danger:
eagle'. Furthermore, (11c) and (11d) would become possible messages, in
addition to  (11a) and (11b), and 'snake' and 'eagle' would then have the
potential of being unconcealed as signifieds.

(11) a. danger: snake
b. danger: eagle
c. food: snake
d. food: eagle

Semantic compositionality without symbolic signs?

While symbolic signs occur spontaneously only in humans, semantic
compositionality appears to be found elsewhere in the animal kingdom. A
famous example is bee dance, which is best described as indexical and
compositional. There are three meaningful aspects of bee dance: its
orientation, its duration, and its intensity, which signify direction of food
source, distance to food source, and amount of food at food source,
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respectively. If we make the simplifying assumption that amount of food is
measured in time spent on foodgathering, the following is a rough
explication of the meaning of bee dance:

(12) (dance)
I say this to you about this place at this time:
Go in this direction
Go this far
Stay this long

  The compositionality of bee dance is not complete, though. The meaningful
aspects of bee dance do not occur as independent signs. Thus, we do not
seem to have a case where distinct signs which obey (7) can be construed
with each other, as in (13), but rather a complex instance of (8), as in (14).

(13) a. U: [… x1 …] signifies 0: [… 1 …]
b. U: [… x2 …] signifies 0: [… 2 …]
c. U: [… x3 …] signifies 0: [… 3 …]

(14) U: [x1, x2, x3] signifies 0: [ 1, 2, 3]

  In other words, not even signs which obey (7) can be construed with each
other. Bee dance, although compositional, provides a striking confirmation
of the principle that signs can be combined only if they signify compatible
parts of the same situation.
  Bee dance is carried out in the same medium (the 'motor' medium) as
mammalian training and play. Such behavior might, in contrast to
mammalian calls, be thought of as symbolic, since it might be analyzed as
signifying projected behavior (which, unlike behavior projected in bee dance,
need not be immediately realized). However, this line of reasoning leads
astray, for the simple reason that it does not really make sense to say that
play is a sign. Like pantomime, play is behavior detached from its original
context, but unlike pantomime, play does not point to an instance of 'real'
behavior, i.e. play does not signify anything. It is 'merely' behavior in
another mode.

Grounding concepts for human languages

Human language rests, then, on the unique ability to spontaneously coin
symbolic signs, which, in my analysis, follows from an interaction between a
basic semiotic capacity to coin symbolic signs, i.e. signs obeying (9), which
humans may well share with other primates, and  a varied enough life-
world, unique to humans, where salient parts of the ongoing situation are
sufficiently unconcealed in practice and experience to be unconcealed as
signifieds, as well.
  Let us return to Wierzbicka's proposed semantic primitives and lexical
universals (Wierzbicka 1992), reproduced in (15).
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(15) I, you, someone, something, people
this, the same, other, one, two, many/much, all
think, say, know, feel, want
do, happen
good, bad
big, small
when, where, after/before, above/under
no, because, if/would, can/may
very
kind of, part of
like

  As we can see from (16), the concepts in (15) fit fairly comfortably into
Aristotle's categories, except for 'the same, other', and 'no', which would
seem require their own categories. As usual, position and possession have
been reduced to other categories: place and relation, respectively.

(16) Thing: I, you, someone, something, people

Event: do, happen, think, say, know, feel, want

Place:  where, above/under, this

Time:  when, after/before

Property: good, bad, big, small

Relation: because, if/would, can/may
kind of, part of
like

Identity: the same, other

Negation: no

Quantity: one, two, many/much/very, all

A simple hypothesis is that the concepts in (15) and other concepts
instantiating the categories in (16) make up those parts of the human life-
world that are sufficiently unconcealed in practice and experience to be
unconcealed as signifieds, as well.

A human life-world

How would a life-world look like that supports the concepts and categories
in (16)? Obviously, it must include some kind of ontological stratification of
entities, as suggested by Lyons (1977) and Chierchia (1985), for example.
Although things, events, and properties of things and events can be
'explained away' in philosophical and scientific analyses, they are irreducible
in human experience, and in those semiotic systems, human languages being
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the most elaborated ones of these, which are directly based on a world that
it is lived and experienced, rather than observed from without.
  A reasonable grounding of the categories and concepts of (16) can be
constructed from a Heideggerean analysis of the human life-world
(Heidegger 1927, Pöggeler 1989). In such an analysis, human existence
means being 'thrown' into a world alongside other humans and things, in
time and history, not as a passive epistemological spectator, but as a
concerned participant, involved in significant interactions with those humans
and things.
  If we attempt to make explicit a life-world along such Heideggerean lines,
which make unconcealed the categories in (16), we come up with something
like this:

(17) A Human Life-World

Being human means living in a world together with other humans and
with things, as a concerned participant, involved in events, i.e. significant
interactions with those people and things. Humans, things, and events are
situated in space, occupy places. Events have an inherent orientation in
time, and being human also means being situated in time, having a
history, based on memory of past events, and a future, based on
projected events. Persons, things, and events can be judged as good or
bad, big or small, one or many, present or absent, same or different, and
related in time and space.

  I propose then, tout court, that human languages rest on an interaction
between the basic semiotic capacity to coin symbolic signs and the life-world
in (17), an interaction which as its first result yields a lexicalization of the
concepts in (15) and other concepts instantiating the categories in (16).
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Step Two

Semantic compositionality: The two-word stage

The next step in human language acquisition is the passage from semantic
non-compositionality to semantic compositionality.
  Semantic compositionality, like phonological compositionality, involves, in
a closer analysis, the crossing of two semiotic Rubicons: a passage from
semantically non-compositional signs, constrained by (18a), to simple
semantic compositionality, constrained by (18b), and a further passage from
simple semantic compositionality to complex semantic compositionality,
constrained by (18c).

(18) a. U is semantically simple

b. U is semantically complex
The parts of U are semantically simple

c. U is semantically complex
The parts of U are semantically complex

  The combination of symbolic signs, lexicalizing the categories in (16), and
simple semantic compositionality, (18b), gives rise to the early word
combinations of the two-word stage. Judging from a number of studies of
early word combinations, conveniently summarized by Schlesinger (1982,
ch. 7) and Drozd (1989), (19) appears to be an exhaustive list of
construction types in early child language. Note, though, that word order
varies from language to language. A(b) means, of course, that A is
predicated of b.

(19) C1. Thing (thing):

Kendall spider ('looked at a')
Kimmy bike
Kendall bed
That Kimmy
Kendall monkey ('is a')

C2. Event (thing):

Mommy read
Build house
Shoe off
Play bed
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C3. Presence (thing):

Hi spoon
Look teddy

C4. Place (thing):

Mess here
Here mess
Car there
There car
Allgone juice
Airplane allgone

C5. Property (thing):

Big bed
Hair wet

C6. Identity (thing):

Also ball
Other horse

C7. Negation (thing):

No rabbit

C8. Quantity (thing):

More lotion
Two spoon

C9. Place (event):

Go there
Lie there
Sit there

C10. Negation (event):

No eat

C11. Quantity (event):

More run

  (19) is consistent with the lexicon in (20), where each lexical item has
exactly one mode of signification, i.e. lexicalizes exactly one of the categories
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in (16). There are reported cases where early items lexicalize more than one
category (reported as mistakes in part-of-speech assignment in Schlesinger
1982: 222-223), but these are neither frequent nor systematic. Even the
often discussed cases of over-extension in the one-word stage typically
respect semantic category (see e.g. de Villiers & de Villiers 1979: 35-42).
 (There is a small difference between (16) and (20): presence does not occur
in (16), and time and relation do not occur in (20). I am convinced that this
difference is inconsequential: presence could well have been included in (16),
and time and relation are absent from (20) only because these two
categories are developmentally later than the other categories, no doubt due
to their greater abstractness.)

(20) Thing: that,
Kendall, Kimmy, Mommy, teddy,
hair,
horse, monkey, rabbit, spider,
airplane, bike, car,
ball, shoe, spoon,
house, bed,
juice, lotion, mess

Event: build, eat, off, play, read, run
 Presence: hi, look

Place: here, there, allgone
Property: big, wet
Identity: also, other
Negation: no
Quantity: more, two

  Moreover, the distribution of each lexical item, up to word order, can be
stated directly in terms of its semantic category. The constructions in (19)
instantiate three basic constructions. The first of these constructions is head -
argument, where head is predicated of argument to make an utterance
which signifies a situation. As we see from (19), thing (C1), event (C2),
presence (C3), place (C4), and property (C5) can be predicated of thing to
make an utterance which signifies a situation. The second construction is
head - argument, where head is predicated of argument to make an
endocentric phrase. This is only possible if head is event and argument is
thing, as in build house in C2, where event is predicated of thing to make a
phrase which also signifies an event. The third construction is head -
modifier, where modifier is predicated of head to make a phrase which
signifies an event. As we see from (19), place (C9), property (C5), identity
(C6), negation (C7, C10), and quantity (C8, C11) can be predicated of thing
or event to make a phrase which also signifies a thing or event. These
constructional possibilities are summarized in (21).

(21) a. Head: thing / event / presence / place / property
Argument:  thing
Result: situation
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b. Head: event
Argument:  thing
Result: event

c. Head: thing   
Modifier: place / property / identity / negation / quantity
Result: thing

d. Head: event  
Modifier: place / property / identity / negation / quantity
Result: event

  Thus, early word combinations instantiate what might be called a Semantic
Category Language, a language where each lexical item has exactly one
mode of signification, and where the distribution of a lexical item, up to
word order, can be stated directly in terms of its semantic category.

The two-word stage and the life-world

Where do the combinatorial constraints in (21) come from?
  The notion of predication is a semiotic primitive. Every semiotic system
relies on predication, since a signifier makes contact with its signified by
ascribing a property to a topic, forming in this way a signified, be it 'danger'
ascribed to the ongoing  situation or 'lion' and 'sleeps tonight' successively
ascribed to some fictive individual.
  The predicational possibilities in (21) tune predication closely to the life-
world in (17). Thing and event can be predicated of thing, and other
categories can be predicated of thing or event, reflecting both the salience of
things and events in the life-world, and the basic connection between its
various components: events being tied to things, and presence, place, time,
property, relation, identity, negation, and quantity being tied to events or
things.
  I would like to propose that these possibilities are best viewed as a set of
constraints on very general predicational possibilities.
  The general possibilities are stated in (22), where (22a) corresponds to
(21a), (22b) to (21b), and (22c) to (21c) and (21d). K is any category and 2
is any category but thing and event, i.e. any ’secondary’ category. As
before,  stands for situation.

(22) a. [  K” (K) ]
b. [K’ K’ (K) K’]
c. [K’  2 (K’)  K’]

  The constraints that restrict the possibilities in (22) to those in (21) are
stated in (23).
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(23) K’ = thing / event
K  = thing

 It is natural to take these constraints to reflect the salience of things, events,
and situations in early language use. Early utterances are about things,
events, and situations, and secondary categories are only used to
characterize these kinds of entities.

A No Category Language

Why should early word combinations instantiate a Semantic Category
Language, rather than, say, a No Category Language, a language where all
lexical items are free to occur as head, argument, and modifier, and combine
their lexical content with an appropriate category in each syntactic function?
  Many linguists, from the modistae on, have in fact assumed that a No
Category Language is the simplest kind of language, an original state from
which natural languages evolve through a process of categorial
differentiation. Tauli (1958: 10), for example, conjectures: "Distinction
between word-classes (parts of speech) was absent in pre-grammatical
language: the same word appeared in the meaning of e.g. verb, noun and
adjective. A similar situation occurs at present to a certain extent in child
language, in pathological and creolized languages."
 Let us see how a No Category Language would work. Suppose we have a
simple language which contains only three lexical items:

(24) girl, run, good

each one of which can combine with the three categories, or modes of
signification, of thing, property, and event.
  Each item in (24) corresponds to a one-place concept, l(x). If the item
signifies in the thing mode, then it signifies x, such that l(x), as a thing. If the
item signifies in the event mode, then it signifies l(x) as a temporary event,
instigated by x. If an item signifies in the property mode, then it signifies l(x)
as a stable property of x. Thus, girl will mean 'girl' in the thing mode,
'girlish' in the property mode, and 'act girlishly' in the event mode. Good
will mean 'good one' in the thing mode, 'good' in the property mode, and
'act well' in the event mode. Run, finally, will mean 'one who runs, runner'
in the thing mode, 'running' in the property mode, and 'run' in the event
mode.
  Since we are still discussing a language with simple semantic
compositionality, obeying (18b), the following expressions are allowed:

(25)  a. Girl run
  b. Girl good
    c. Girl girl
   d. Good run
   e. Good good
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   f. Good girl
   g. Run run

 h. Run good
  i.  Run girl

  These expressions are all compatible with four constructions: Either the
first item is head and the second item is argument or modifier, or the second
item is head and the first item is argument or modifier. The constructional
possibilities in (21) allow the following combinations of syntactic function
and semantic category: If the items are construed as head and argument,
then argument must signify thing, while head can signify thing, event or
property; if the items are construed as head and modifier, then modifier
must signify property, while head can signify thing or event. This means that
each expression in (25) is ten ways ambiguous.

(25f), for example, has the following interpretations:

(26) the girl is a good one
the girl is good
the girl acts well

the good one is a girl
the good one is girlish
the good one acts girlishly

the good girl

the girlish good one

acts well in a girlish way

acts girlishly well

  Our No Category Language is thus quite powerful. Using only three
lexical items, and only two-word utterances, it still allows the expression of
60 distinct messages (6 x 10; (25f), (25h), and (25i) express the same
messages as (25b), (25d), and (25a), respectively, and do not count).

Semantic Category Languages and bootstrapping

Why do early word combinations instantiate a Semantic Category Language
and not a No Category Language? Because only a Semantic Category
Language permits a solution to what Pylyshyn (1977) and Pinker (1984:37-
39) have termed the Bootstrapping Problem: How can a child figure out the
syntactic structure of an utterance in a target language, without knowing
anything about the language.
  The most likely solution to the Bootstrapping Problem is some kind of
semantic bootstrapping, as proposed by Macnamara (1982) and Pinker
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(1984). At least in early stages of language development, children have
independent access to the situations utterances describe, since utterances
directed to children only deal with the here and now (see e.g. Lange 1980).
Children can then impose their cognitive structuring of these situations on
the corresponding utterances, and so get information on what kind of
language they are learning.
  Pylyshyn (1977) points out that semantic bootstrapping requires that
children come equipped with three basic capacities: (i) the ability to analyze
a situation into components; (ii) the ability to analyze an utterance into
components; and (iii) the ability to associate a recurring utterance
component with a recurring situation component. In the terms worked out
so far in this part, this would correspond to an ability to analyze the life-
world in (17) into components, essentially the categories and concepts in
(16), a combinatorial semiotic capacity corresponding to at least simple
semantic compositionality, (18b), and a semiotic capacity of coining,
corresponding to at least symbolic signs signifiying parts of the ongoing
situation, (8).
  With the aid of these basic capacities AND the further assumption that (s)he
is learning a Semantic Category Language, a child can easily figure out the
syntax of girl run. Since each lexical item has exactly one mode of
signification, a child can learn that girl  refers to a thing and run  to an
event. And since the constructional possibilities in (21) allow an event to be
predicated of a thing, but not a thing to be predicated of an event, run must
be predicated of girl, not the other way around. Furthermore, according to
(21), event items can only be heads. The utterance must then be analyzed as
in (27): girl run signifies a thing and an event predicated of that thing (f(i) xi
is equivalent to f(x)), which together make up a situation.

(27) girl run / [   thing: girl1 event: run (1)  ]

Since ’run’ takes an argument to make up a situation, the following
syntactic analysis of girl run: is licensed (where ’predicate’ is used instead of
’head of U’):

(28) [U:   argument: thing: girl    predicate: event: run  U: ]

 We can then take semantic bootstrapping to be a mapping of language-
specific word combinations onto combined semantic-syntactic constructions
that conform to the semantic constructions in (22). In this way, the semantic
constructions in (22), repeated below, are instantiated as language-specific
versions of the combined constructions in (29).

(22) a. [  K” (K) ]
b. [K’ K’ (K) K’]
c. [K’  2 (K’)  K’]
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(29) a. [U:  argument: K,  predicate: K”   U: ]
b. [P:K’ argument: K, head: K’     P:K’]
c. [P:K’  modifier: 2, head: K’            P:K’]

With the constraints in (23) in effect, the combined constructions are
restricted to those in (30).

(30) a. [U:  argument: thing,  predicate: K”   U: ]
b’. [P:thing argument: thing, head: thing     P:thing]
b”. [P:event argument: thing, head: event     P:event]
c’. [P:thing modifier: 2, head: thing       P:thing]
c’’. [P:event  modifier: 2, head: event       P:event]

 As a consequence of the mapping of purely semantic constructions onto
language-specific versions of combined semantic-syntactic constructions,
semantic categories are mapped onto language-specific combinations of
semantic category, syntactic function and formal category (in this early stage
only realized as position).
 In this way, thing is mapped onto the combinations in (31), event is mapped
onto the combinations in (32), and secondary categories are mapped onto
the combinations in (33). Including the basic mapping of situation, in (34),
we get four broad classes of lexical items: X, Y, Z, and I, lexicalizing thing,
event, secondary categories, and situation, respectively.

(31) argument:  thing; position: X
 predicate:   thing; position: X

(32) predicate: event; position: Y

(33)  predicate: 2; position: Z
modifier: 2; position: Z

(34) U: situation; I

No Category Languages and Bootstrapping

But it is impossible for a child to learn syntax through semantic
bootstrapping, if the child assumes that (s)he is learning a No Category
language. The non-categorial meanings of girl  and run  do not determine
syntactic structure in an unambiguous way. In girl run, run, interpreted as
an event, may be predicated of girl , interpreted as a thing, resulting in 'the
girl is running'. But girl, interpreted as a thing, may also be predicated of
run, interpreted as a thing, resulting in 'the runner is a girl', whose extension
overlaps with that of 'the girl is running' in a significant number of cases.
For this reason, it is impossible to determine whether girl run instantiates a
right-headed or a left-headed construction.
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  The constraint that distinguishes a Semantic Category Language from a
No Category Language, i.e. the constraint that each lexical item has exactly
one mode of signification, is what enables children to learn a language with a
language-specific word order. If children did not assume that they were
learning a Semantic Category Language, language acquisition would not
progress beyond an essentially non-syntactic stage.

The Subset Principle

The constraint that each lexical item has exactly one mode of signification
could be taken as an effect of the Subset Principle, which Berwick (1985)
and others have argued acts as a fundamental constraint on language
acquisition. The Subset Principle instructs a child to learn the smallest
language compatible with his intake, and thus subjects her/him to a
minimalistic learning strategy, where each new use of a lexical item will
license only that use of that particular item.
 The Subset Principle blocks the initial acquisition of a No Category
Language, since a No Category Language is a language where maximal use
is made of each lexical item. Such a language can be learnt in one fell swoop
only through a maximalistic learning strategy, where each new use of a
lexical item will automatically license that use for all other lexical items. A
minimalistic learning strategy, on the other hand, requires positive
exemplification of each use of each lexical item, which means that a stage
where maximal use is made of a lexical item will necessarily be preceded by
a stage where non-maximal use is made of that item. Hence, if natural
languages are learnt through a minimalistic learning strategy, the initial stage
of language development can not be a No Category Language.
  However, the constraint that each lexical item has exactly one mode of
signification is in fact stronger than the Subset Principle, since the Subset
Principle allows a lexical item to have more than one mode of signification,
as long as these modes have been learnt through positive examples.
Nevertheless, the constraint can be reduced to the Subset Principle, if we
assume that language acquisition is opportunistic, that semantic
bootstrapping of syntax starts as early as possible and does not 'wait' for
further modes of signification. Such a model would have the merit that it
can account for both the existence and the rarity of cases where early items
lexicalize more than one category (Schlesinger 1982: 222-224).

Starting small

Elman (1993) observes that certain learning processes, among them
language acquisition, must 'start small', in order to organize the data on
which 'structural couplings' (Varela, Thompson & Rosch 1991) between
behavior and environment are based in a managable way. Otherwise, the
learner is overwhelmed by evidence and does not learn effectively. Elman,
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as well as Plunkett & Marchman (1993), make the further point that starting
small may be better implemented on the capacity side than on the evidence
side. An organism with a limited initial capacity must start small, irrespective
of how its environment is organized.
  The model I have proposed here, where human languages are grounded in
an interaction between an ordered progression of semiotic capacities and the
life-world in (17), instantiates a process of precisely this kind.
  So far, this step-by-step model has the following layout:
  A basic semiotic capacity of coining signs unconceal salient aspects of the
human life-world as signifieds, first as signifieds of indexical signs, which
gloss different types of ongoing situations, then as signifieds of symbolic
signs, which gloss recurrent parts of such situations. The capacity of coining
symbolic signs, applied to the human life-world, produces lexicalization of a
set of basic concepts, which covers both Wierzbicka's semantic primitives /
lexical universals and a revised set of Aristotelian categories.
  In the second step, a more advanced semiotic capacity is introduced:
simple semantic compositionality, which allows simple symbolic signs to
combine according to their semantic category. This stage is equivalent to the
two-word stage in child language. A salient feature of this stage is the
constraint that each word lexicalizes exactly one semantic category. This
constraint enables a child to learn language-specific word order, and,
eventually, language-specific syntax.
  In this way, language-specific word combinations are mapped onto the
semantic constructions in (22), and the categories of (16) are mapped onto
language-specific combinations of semantic category, syntactic function and
formal category.
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Step Three

Beyond Semantic Category Languages

In the third step, three things happen: the constraints on predication and
lexicalization which enable bootstrapping are relaxed, since they are no
longer needed, and complex semantic compositionality is introduced.
  As we saw, language-specific versions of the following three
constructions:

(35) a. [U:  argument: K,  predicate: K”   U: ]
b. [P:K’ argument: K, head: K’     P:K’]
c. [P:K’  modifier: 2, head: K’            P:K’]

can be bootstrapped in the two-word stage, thanks to the following
constraints on lexicalization and predication:

(36) Lexicalization constraint

A lexical item has exactly one mode of signification, i.e. lexicalizes
exactly one of the categories situation, thing, event, presence, place,
time, property, identity, negation, and quantity.

(37) Predication constraint

In (35), K’ = thing / event, and K  = thing.

  However, once these constructions have been established, new lexical
items and new uses of lexical items can be learnt by non-semantic cues. For
example, if diagonalize this matrix is heard as an answer to the
questionWhat should I do next?, and it is clear from the context that this
matrix signifies a thing, then the semantic category of diagonalize - event -
follows from its occurrence in a construction of type (35b), which as a
whole signifies an event.
  And this means that the constraints (36) and (37) are no longer
necessary for integrating semantic, syntactic and formal properties of
lexical items. Hence, like the ladder at the end of Wittgenstein’s
Tractatus, they can be abandoned.
  This, in turn, means that new combinations of semantic category and
syntactic function can be lexicalized.
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Further lexicalizations

The combined lexicalization effect of (35) - (37) was to license the
following combinations of semantic category, syntactic function and
broad lexical classes:

(38) U: situation;  I
argument:  thing; X

 predicate:   thing; X
predicate: event; Y

  predicate: 2; Z
modifier: 2; Z

  Another way to state this is to say that the following combinations of
syntactic function and semantic category license distinct lexicalizations:

(39) U: situation; I

argument: thing; X

predicate: event; Y

modifier: 2; Z

while the predicate uses of Y and Z are licensed by the following rule of
extension (where F is a syntactic function, K, a semantic category, and L,
a lexical class):

(40) F: K; L predicate: K; L

  With the dropping of the predication constraint (37), new combinations of
syntactic function and semantic category become possible, and these license
further lexicalizations. Both event (battle) and secondary categories, such as
place (inside), time (week), property (courage), and quantity (score), can
receive distinct lexicalizations in argument function. In predicate function,
secondary categories, such as place (inhabit), time (elapse), property
(resemble), and quantity (exceed), but not thing, can receive distinct
lexicalizations. But neither thing nor event seem to get distinct lexicalizations
in modifier function.
  Thus, (39) is expanded to (41), with (40) still in effect to license predicate
function of the new argument categories.

(41) U: situation; I

argument: thing; X1
argument: event; X2
argument: 2; X3

predicate: event; Y2
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predicate: 2; Y3

modifier: 2; Z3

(In order to facilitate reference to the various classes, I use a system
where X, Y, and Z refer to classes lexicalizing argument, predicate, and
modifer function, respectively, and 1, 2, and 3 refer to classes lexicalizing
thing, event, and secondary categories, respectively.)
  The classes in (41) are, of course, appropriately called interjection (I),
noun (X1, X2, X3), verb (Y2, Y3), and ’particle’ (Z3), in the sense of
Hockett (1958).

Further extensions

With the dropping of the lexicalization constraint (36), further types of
extension become possible.
  Kury¬owicz (1936) makes a  distinction between syntactic derivation and
lexical derivation, arguing that derivational morphology can change either
syntactic function (syntactic derivation) or lexical category (lexical
derivation). Adverbial derivation, for example ici-ly from icy, would be an
instance of syntactic derivation, while derivation of adnominal adjectives, for
example ic-y from ice, would be an instance of lexical derivation. The
distinction works just as well for extensions which involve no derivational
morphology - conversions, or ’zero-derivations’. Thus, conversion of a
locational, such as out, from adverbial (We slept out) to predicative function
(The cat is out) would be an example of syntactic conversion, while
conversion of a locational to predicate function (He outs with the old
equalizer) would be an example of lexical conversion.
  If we unpack Kury¬owicz’s distinction, we can see that there are two
potential changes associated with derivation and conversion: change of
syntactic function  and change of semantic category. In  clear-cut cases of
syntactic extension (derivation or conversion), syntactic function is changed,
without change of semantic category. Thus, in the derivation of icily from
icy, syntactic function is changed - from attribute to adverbial - but semantic
category - property - is retained. The same holds for predicative conversion
of out: syntactic function is changed - from adverbial to predicative - but
semantic category - place - is retained.
 Simple syntactic extension can be formalized as in (42). As before, F is a
syntactic function, K is a semantic category, and L is a lexical class. So what
(42) allows is for a lexical class to express a certain semantic category in a
new syntactic function. If K is thing or event, then F’ can not be modifier,
but that need not be stated separately, since the possibility is excluded by the
shape of (35c).

(42) Syntactic extension

F: K; L F’: K; L
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The examples of syntactic extensions I have used are stated in the format of
(42) in (43).

(43) a. attribute: property; icy adverbial: property; ici-ly

b. adverbial: place; out predicative: place; out

 Now, if we look at the two cases of lexical derivation / conversion I have
used as exemples, it is plain that the conversion of out from locational to
verb is more syntactic than semantic, the change of semantic category being
somehow a side-effect of the change of syntactic function, while the
derivation of icy from ice is more semantic than syntactic, the change of
syntactic function being a side-effect in this case. I would like to propose that
cases such as the ’verbal’ conversion of out are a special case of syntactic
extension, where a lexical class takes on both a new syntactic function and
the semantic category that is most typically associated with that function. In
the case of out, the semantic category involved is of course event. Other
examples of  the same process would be conversion of ’numeral’ to ’noun’
(Five go down to the sea) and ’noun’ to ’adjective’ (an orange clockwork).
This type of extension - syntactic-semantic extension - is formalized in (44)
and exemplified in (45). KF’ is the semantic category most typically
associated with F’.

(44) Syntactic-semantic extension

F: K; L F’: KF’; L

(45) a. adverbial: place; out predicate: Kpredicate; out
      (= event)

b. attribute: quantity; five argument: Kargument; five
      (= thing)

 The derivation of icy from ice would then be an example of the opposite
kind of process: semantic extension with a syntactic side-effect. But are there
no simple semantic extension? Of course there are! Property to thing
(beauty  beauty), thing to property (man  manhood), and process to
action (break  break) are just three examples.
 Simple semantic extension is formalized in (46) and exemplified in (47).
Semantic extension with syntactic side-effects (semantic-syntactic extensionI
is formalized in (48) and exempified in (49). FK’ is the function most
typically associated with K’.

(46) Semantic extension

F: K; L F: K’; L
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(47) argument: property; beauty argument: thing; beauty

(48) Semantic-syntactic extension

F: K; L FK’: K’; L

(49) argument: thing; ice Fproperty: property; ic-y
(=attribute)

  Note that semantic category changes are compositional and not
modistic. That is, the predicate use of out is best analyzed as ’cause to
become out’, i.e. as [event  [place  place] event], and not just as [event

 event], where  would be some category-neutral content of out.
Likewise, icy is best analyzed as ’like ice’, i.e. as [property  [thing  thing]
property], not as [property   property], where  would be some category-
neutral content common to ice and icy. This suggests that semantic
category change from K to K’ is best interpreted as resulting in a
complex semantic category, K’(K), rather than just K’.
 As long as (36) obtains, only simple syntactic extension is possible.
However, as soon as (36) is dropped, the other types of extension become
available, as well.

Confusion of parts

The types of extension just described are what really makes part-of-speech
definitions hard. For example: Is five a numeral or a noun in argument:
thing, is out a locational or a verb in predicate: event? If five is a numeral in
argument: thing, andout  is a locational in predicate: event, then we will get
overlapping definitions of parts of speech:

A verb is a lexical item which occurs in predicate: event

A locational is a lexical item which occurs in modifier: place
and in predicate: event

If five is a noun in argument: thing, and out is a verb in predicate: event,
then part-of-speech definitions may not be overlapping, but a number of
lexical items will belong to several parts of speech at once: five will be both
a numeral and a noun, and out will be both a locational and a verb,
Alternatively, in the spirit of Whorf (1945), we can assign these words to
complex parts of speech: NumN (can be both numeral and noun) in the case
of five, LV (can be both locational and verb) in the case of out.
  What is seldom realized is that such decisions are not very important. Five
by any other name would still occur both in attribute: quantity and
argument: thing.
  What is real here are the combinations of syntactic function and semantic
category that lexical items can occur in, and the repertoires of such
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combinations that particular lexical items can have. Whether we let part-of-
speech terms designate combinations or repertoires, it is repertoires of
combinations that we have to link lexical items to.
  Consider, for example, the repertoire of five. Apart from attribute: quantity
and argument: thing, five can also occur in argument: quantity (Five is a
prime number) and predicative: quantity (We are five). We can describe this
by saying that five is a noun, a quantitative noun, or a numeral, or even that
five can be used as a noun, as a quantitative noun and as a numeral. We can
also let numeral designate the class of lexical items whose repertoire consists
of precisely attribute: quantity, argument: thing, argument: quantity, and
predicative: quantity. I prefer the last mode of description, because I think it
is more informative. But the important pattern is not in the part-of-speech
names, but in the linking of a class of items, including five, to the repertoire
of attribute: quantity, argument: thing, argument: quantity, and predicative:
quantity.

Complex semantic compositionality

The second thing that happens in the third step is that complex semantic
compositionality is introduced. Complex semantic compositionality allows
complex expressions with other complex expressions as parts. In the two-
word stage, utterances are composed of semantically indivisible words.
With complex semantic compositionality, utterances are composed of
phrases, phrases are composed of words, and words are composed of
stems and affixes.
  The passage from simple semantic compositionality to complex semantic
compositionality is, as we recall, the passage from combinations
constrained by (18b) to combinations constrained by (18c), repeated
below.

(18) a. U is semantically simple

b. U is semantically complex
The parts of U are semantically simple

c. U is semantically complex
The parts of U are semantically complex

Capacity for complex semantic compositionality

The passage from (18b) to (18c) seems to be unavailable to non-humans.
  Judging from a careful examination of the multi-word utterances
produced by the chimpanzee Nim, reported  in Terrace et al. (1980: 411-
417), apes that learn sign language do not seem to progress beyond
(18b). As Terrace et al. point out, Nim's multi-word utterances are not
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hierarchically structured. Instead, Nim constructs multi-word utterances
by 'chaining' two-word constructions with a common denominator. Thus,
"tickle Nim me" is a transparent combination of "tickle Nim" and "tickle
me".
  (50) is one of the longest sequences of signs produced by Nim.

(50) give orange me give eat orange me eat orange
give me eat orange give me you

  While the meaning of (50) is fairly clear, probably something along the
lines of 'you give me orange: I eat orange', its structure is far from clear.
For example, should the nine first words be parsed as in (51a), as in
(51b), or in some other way?

(51) a. give orange / me give  / eat orange / me eat orange
b. give orange me / give eat orange me / eat orange

  A reasonable conjecture is that (50) is composed of a number of head-
initial 'sentences', as in (52a), each one composed, through chaining, of at
most two of the head - argument constructions in (52b).

(52) a. give orange me / give / eat orange me / eat orange / give me
/

/ eat orange / give me you

b. give orange
give me
give you
eat orange
eat me

  If I am correct in this interpretation and Nim is typical of apes learning
Sign Language, then hierarchical syntax seems to be beyond their reach.
This casts serious doubt on Sampson's empiricist explanation of
hierarchical structure in human languages (Sampson 1978).
  Sampson's argument relies crucially on Simon's (1962) demonstration
that evolution, seen as a piecemeal trial-and-error process, favors
organisms that are built from independent parts. Simon shows that a
given ecological niche will be occupied by such organisms long before
organisms with similar capacities, but not built from independent parts,
have a chance to compete for it. The reason is that the latter kind of
organisms are much less probable and thus require a much longer time to
evolve.
  Sampson's move is to apply Simon's demonstration to language
learning. Since language learning, in Sampson's view, is also a piecemeal
trial-and-error process, Sampson argues that non-hierarchical utterances
will always lag behind hierarchical utterances in language learning, and
will thus never compete with hierarchical utterances for a given
'expressive niche'. In Sampson's words: "Even if we could deliberately
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bring human infants up in an environment filled with utterances
exemplifying some artificial, non-hierarchical, 'unnatural' language, any
grammar which the children 'internalized' in response to such stimulation
would be a hierarchically structured grammar;" (Sampson 1978: 194).
  There is a simple flaw in Sampson's argument. Sampson equates 'built
from independent parts' and 'hierarchical', but Nim's utterances show
clearly that an utterance can be built from independent parts, and yet be
non-hierarchical. Simon's demonstration do not distinguish between
hierarchical and non-hierarchical utterances, as long as both are built from
independent parts.
 Thus, in the case of Nim, we have a non-human infant that, in an
environment filled with utterances exemplifying a hierarchical language,
learns a language with a non-hierarchically structured grammar. No
human child has ever been observed to go through a similar learning
process. The simplest conclusion is that humans have an innate capacity
that apes lack: the innate capacity to internalize a hierarchically structured
grammar, or, in terms of the account developed here, the innate capacity
to progress from (18b) to (18c).

Implementation of complex compositionality

In contrast to (18b), (18c) allows constructions to be embedded within
constructions. This possibility appears to be minimally implemented in
natural languages, as a three-level syntax, where a head X (X0) is
construed with an argument to form a predicate XP (X1), a head XP is
construed with another argument to form an S (X2), modifiers can be
adjoined to any Xi, and a string of Xi can be conjoined to form another
Xi.
  Thus, we get, to begin with, the following constructional possibilities,
where Xi* stands for a string of coordinated Xi:s:

(53) a. [U  Xi   U]

b. [Xi   Xi*  Xi]

c. [Xi  argument: Xk head: Xi-1   Xi]

d. [Xi  modifier: Xk head: Xi     Xi]

Predicatives

With hierarchically structured utterances, we also get a further possibility:
cases where a dependent is not predicated of its head, but of an argument of
that head. Thus, we get predicative dependents, such as hungry in John is
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hungry and Joan kept John hungry, which are predicated of the subject or
object of their heads. The semantic operation involved is functional
composition (Steedman 1985: 530-533), whereby the predicates expressed
by head and dependent form a composite predicate. Is(x) and hungry(y)
become is(hungry(y)), keep(x, y) and hungry(w) become keep(x,
hungry(w)).
  Moreover, we get cases of ’extraposition from NP’, such as The book was
good which he wrote, and ’quantifier floating’, such as We will all help you,
where a dependent, which he wrote or all, modifies the subject (or object) of
its head. The semantic operation is again functional composition, whereby
the subject or object and the dependent form a composite argument.
  Finally, there are cases such as Joan wrote the book hungry, where a
dependent expresses an additional predication about the subject or object of
its head. In this case, functional composition results in a conjoined predicate:
wrote(x, the-book) & hungry(x).
  I will not try to formalize these possibilities further. For the present
purposes, it is sufficient to add (54) to (53), and allow (53d) and (54) - and,
for that matter, (53c), but that is another story - to correspond to more than
one semantic operation.

(54)  [Xi  predicative: Xk head: Xi     Xi]

Embedded functions

With hierarchically structured uterances, we also get embedded syntactic
functions: arguments, modifiers, and predicates within arguments, modifiers,
and predicatives.
 As pointed out by Jespersen (1924), such embedded syntactic functions do
not seem to license distinct lexicalizations. Nor do predicatives, for that
matter. The obvious generalization is that only the functions in (41), i.e. only
functions allowed by simple semantic compositionality, license distinct
lexicalizations.
 The only exception is attributes, i.e. modifiers within argument expressions.
Attribute function often licenses distinct lexicalizations of secondary
categories: demonstratives, adjectives, quantifiers, and numerals. However,
note that the function of modifier in (41) is in fact heterogeneous, covering
both modification of thing items and modification of event items. So it is not
far-fetched to say that the class of Z in (41) may be split into two classes, Z
and W, the first one licensed by attribute function and the other one licensed
by all other modifier functions, in the following called adverbial function.
Thus, (41) is minimally augmented to (55), where any function is interpreted
as locally as possible, embedded or not, with the introduction of complex
semantic compositionality.

(55) U: situation; I

argument: thing; X1
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argument: event; X2
argument: 2; X3

predicate: event; Y2
predicate: 2; Y3

argument: modifier: 2; W3
modifier: 2; Z3

Predicate and predicative

Predicate in (55) is not the same as predicate in (41). As syntactic
constructions are re-organized, with the introduction of complex semantic
compositionality, the lexicalization licensing notion of predicate is
upgraded, from direct head of U in (41) to head of S, embedded or not,
in (55).
  In contrast, predicate functions licensed by the rule of extension (40) are
reinterpreted, as either predicate or predicative. For example: In English,
as in Swedish, argument, adverbial, and attribute categories are only
extended to predicative through simple syntactic extension. Extension to
predicate involves syntactic-semantic extension (conversion in English,
derivation in Swedish), but only of argument categories and (in English)
selected adverbial categories:

(56) This is a stone
*This a stone
They stone when you’re playing your guitar

She is out
*She out
She outs with the old equalizer

They are nice
*They nice
*We niced them

   Thus, instead of (40), we get the rules of extension in (57) and (58).

(57) F: K; L predicate: K; L

(58) F: K; L predicative: K; L

The exact balance between (57) and (58) is of course language-specific.
Note that (58) makes possible a predicative use of verbs, since F: K can
be predicate: K. In this way, serial verbs constructions are licensed
  However, it is not clear that (57) and (58) actually replace (40). There is
an utterance-type in English (and Swedish), which Jespersen (1924) calls
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’nexus of deprecation’ and which allows copulaless constructions like the
following ones:

(59) This, a stone?!
Her, out?!
Me, worried?!
Them, sing?!

This utterance-type might be seen as a kind of relic from the two-word-
stage, which means that there would be head-of-U predicates even after
complex semantic compositionality is introduced and that (40) would still
be in effect at this stage. In order to distinguish head-of-U predicates from
ordinary predicates, I will use the designation *predicate (suggesting
connotations along the lines of ’proto-predicate’) for the former. Thus,
(40), as an alternative to (57) and (58), will read:

(60) F: K; L predicate: K; L

Projection size

A further aspect of the minimal implementation of (18c) is that lexical
items need not be maximally projected. Each projection requires positive
exemplification to be instantiated. Thus, X, XP, and S can all serve as
argument or modifier. This possibility of non-maximal projections
permits, among other things, a straightforward account of the phrasal -
non-phrasal contrast, which Dryer (1992) argues is a major determinant
of word order generalizations across categories. The phrasal - non-phrasal
contrast is simply a contrast between X dependents and XP or S
dependents.
  A simple assumption is that the distinction X / XP, roughly ’intransitive’
vs. ’transitive’ license distinct lexicalizations in most combinations of
semantic category and function. Only attribute function seems to be an
exception. Demonstratives, quantifiers, and numerals are invariably
intransitive, and adjectives are transitive only as predicatives and
predicates.
  The further possibility of taking a subject is linked to the predicate
function. Anything that occurs in that function will project to U: situation;
S. Thus, there appears to be no need to recognize any F:K; S
combination as a possible lexicalization site.
  S can, in principle, have any syntactic function, but this is best handled
by rules of extension.
  (55) is then augmented to (61).

(61) U: situation; I / IP: I
U: situation; S

argument: thing; X / XP: X1
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argument: event; X / XP: X2
argument: 2; X / XP: X3

predicate: event; Y / YP:Y2
predicate: 2; Y / YP:Y3

argument: modifier: 2; W:W3
modifier: 2; Z / ZP: Z3

Incorporation and compounding

Another possibility opened up by (18c) is word-internal structure. Words
may consist of stems construed with other stems, stems construed with
affixes, or stems with some other kind of modification.
  The case of stems construed with other stems covers incorporation,
compounding and reduplication. Here I will only discuss incorporation
and compounding, although reduplication is also an interesting process,
which often is highly relevant to part-of-speech distinctions (see e.g.
Moravcsik 19).
  The intuitive difference between incorporation and compounding is that
an incorporated stem, but not a compounded stem, has a syntactic
function outside the word to which it belongs, which means that it
constrains and is constrained by the filling of a particular syntactic slot in
construction with the incorporating word (Sadock 1980, Mithun 1984,
Baker 1988, Rosen 1989). However, the distinction is far from clear,
since what is involved is really a continuum, from word-internal functions
interacting with word-external functions to word-internal functions pre-
emptying word-external functions.
 The most well-known type of incorporation is noun-incorporation,
through which (part of) an argument of a head is expressed as a part of
that head. In reality, as Rosen (1989) points out, noun incorporation
covers three phenomena: strict incorporation, as in (62) (Rosen 1989:
295), where an incorporated noun is used as an alternative to an external
object; stranding, as in (63) (Rosen 1989: 299), where the modifiers of an
incorporated noun are stranded in object position; and  doubling, as in
(64) (Rosen 1989: 303), where a verb is construed both with an
incorporated noun and a full NP, whose head is a hyponym to the
incorporated noun.

(62) Onondaga:
wa?hayE?kwahní:nu?
TNS.3sg.3N.tobacco.buy.ASP
'He bought tobacco'

(63)  Mohawk:
kanekwarúnyu wa?-k-akya?tawi?tsher-ú:ni
3N.dotted.DIST PAST-1sg.3N-dress-make
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'I made a polka-dotted dress'

(64) Tuscarora:
ne-hra-taskw-ahkw-ha?  ha?  tsi:r
du-M-animal-pick.up-SERIAL EMPH dog
'He picks up dogs'
(= He is a dog-catcher)

  Rosen argues that there is a fundamental distinction between languages
that allow doubling and languages that do not. In the latter type of
language, only strict incorporation is allowed, and the distinction between
incorporation and compounding is hard to make. In the former types of
language, stranding and strict incorporation are epiphenomena, according
to Rosen: strict incorporation is allowed only if the language otherwise
allows empty objects, and stranding is allowed only if the language
otherwise allows NP:s with empty heads. Thus, a more general head -
argument schema at the XP level (noun incorporation being normally
restricted to objects and subjects of intransitive verbs) might look like
(65). °X indicates a bound stem, which must form part of the head, and h
and a are abbrevations of head and argument, respectively.

(65)   [X1  a: Xk,  a: °X,    h: X0   X1]

  There are three expansions of (65) -  or four, if we allow X0 as the sole
constituent of X1. All languages use [ a: Xk ], while [ a: Xk, a: °X ] and  [a:
°X ] are language-specific options. If [ a: Xk, a: °X ] is chosen, then nothing
further has to be stipulated, according to Rosen, since futher possibilities are
determined by independent properties of the language in question.
  Rosen’s argument does not seem to go through for incorporation in
general, though. Non-argument incorporation, i.e. incorporation of heads of
adverbials, attributes, and predicatives, never appears to allow doubling,
although stranding is certainly possible, as, for example, when a preposition
is incorporated, leaving its object behind, or a verb is incorporated, leaving
its complements behind.
  In (66), then, presence of m: °X is incompatible with a headed m: Xk.

(66)   [Xi  m: Xk,  m: °X,    h: Xi   Xi]

Inflection

Affixation, stems construed with affixes, is the typical way of marking
inflection. Yet inflection can not be reduced to affixation, since inflection
can be expressed by both less independent expressions, i.e. various forms
of stem modification, and more independent expressions, i.e. clitics and
grammatical words, such as articles, number words (Dryer 1989), case
particles, tense particles, and complementizers.
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  Inflections are of two types: dependent-markings (Nichols 1986), which
serve as structural heads, i.e. relate a lexical head to a higher lexical head,
and internal inflections, which serve as arguments and modifers of lexical
heads.
  Typical dependent-markings are subordination and/or sequence markers
on verbs, and case and/or pragmatic role markers on nouns. Such
inflections form head-head constructions with maximal projections (Xm)
of lexical heads, as in (67), where °x designates an affix.

(67)   [Xm  h: °x,    h: Xm   Xm]

  Subject agreement, object agreement, possessor agreement, switch
reference, and, as a limiting case, transitivity marking are examples of
argument inflections. As with incorporation and compounding, such
inflections are taken to be bound parts of head-argument constructions, as
in (68).

(68)   [Xi  a: Xk,  a: °x,    h: Xi-1   Xi]

There seem to be three language-specific versions of (68). In English-type
subject agreement, where (69a) is grammatical, but not (69b) or (69c),
both Xk and °x are obligatory. In Latin-type subject agreement, where
the equivalents of (69a) and (69b) are grammatical, but not the equivalent
of (69c), only °x is obligatory. In Breton-type subject agreement, finally,
where the equivalents of (69b) and (69c) are grammatical, but not the
equivalent of (69a) (Anderson 1982: 575-584), either Xk or °x must be
chosen.

(69) a. The man he-sing
b.  He-sing
c. The man sing

  As for modifier inflections, it is useful to make a distinction between
normally obligatory inflections, such as tense, mood, and/or aspect on
verbs, and number, definiteness, and/or gender on nouns, and normally
optional inflections, such as augmentative /diminutive inflection on nouns,
applicative, directional, and instrumental inflection on verbs, and
comparison inflection on adjectives. Both types of inflections form part of
head-modifier constructions, as in (70).

(70)   [Xi  m: Xk,  m: °x,    h: Xi    Xi]

  A ’maximal’ head-argument construction thus has the shape of (71), while
a ’maximal’ head-modifier construction has the shape of (72). Which
versions of (71) and (72) actually occur in natural languages remain to be
worked out, but see the discussions of (65), (66), (68), and (70).

(71)   [Xi  a: Xk,  a: °X,    a: °x,    h: Xi-1   Xi]
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(72)   [Xi  m: Xk,  m: °X,    m: °x,    h: Xi    Xi]

Summary

Simplifying considerably, we can analyze inflectional systems as being
built around the following basic inflectional categories:

(73) Inflectional categories

k: case;

d: determiner inflection: person, number, gender,
and/or definiteness;

f: finiteness inflection: tense, mood, aspect, and/or subordination;

a:  agreement: subject (s), object (o), possessor (p);

and add these to (61), together with the possibility of incorporation and/or
compounding. The result is (74). k’ and d’ indicate dependent case and
determiner inflections, licensed by the the head that the attribute modifies.

(74) U: situation; I / IP:  I
U: situation; S

argument: thing;  (k) (d) (a) °X / X / XP: X1
argument: event; (k) (d) (a) °X / X / XP: X2
argument: 2; (k) (d) (a) °X / X / XP: X3

predicate: event; (f) (a) Y / YP: Y2
predicate: 2; (f) (a) Y / YP: Y3

argument: modifier: 2; (k’) (d’) °W / W: W3
modifier: 2; (k) (a) °Z / Z / ZP: Z3

X1, X2, and X3 are nouns (N) and may take case, determiner inflection, and
possessor agreement. Y2 and Y3 are verbs (V) and may take finiteness
inflections, subject agreement and object agreement. Z3 covers adpositions
and adverbs, at least, which may take case and object agreement. W3,
finally, covers demonstratives, adjectives, quantifiers, and numerals, at least,
which may take dependent case and determiner inflections.


